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Overview

1.1 Inflectional case
Case is a system of marking dependent nouns for the type of relation-

ship they bear to their heads. Traditionally the term refers to inflectional marking,

and, typically, case marks the relationship of a noun to a verb at the clause level or of

a noun to a preposition, postposition or another noun at the phrase level. Consider

the following Turkish sentence,

(1) Mehmet adam-a elma-lar-ı ver-di

Mehmet.NOM man-DAT apple-PL-ACC give-PAST.3SG

‘Mehmet gave the apples to the man.’

In this sentence -ı indicates that elmalar is the direct object of the verb vermek ‘to

give’. The suffix -ı is said to be an accusative (or objective) case marker and the

word form elmaları is said to be in the accusative case.1 The suffix -ı also indicates

that elmaları is specific, since in Turkish only specific direct objects are marked as

accusative. Adam is marked by the suffix -a which indicates that it is the indirect

object. Adama is in the dative case. Mehmet contrasts with elmaları and adama in

that it bears no overt suffix. It is said to be in the nominative case, which in this

sentence indicates the subject.2

The term case is also used for the phenomenon of having a case system and a

language with such a system is sometimes referred to as a case language.
Our definition of case refers to marking dependent nouns for the type of relation-

ship theybear to their heads. This definition obviously embodies certain assumptions

about what is a head and what is a dependent or modifier. The verb is taken to be

the head of the clause, since it largely determines what dependents may be present.

Vermek ‘to give’, for instance, is a three-place verb that takes three arguments: a

giver (expressed in (1) by the subject in the nominative case), a gift (expressed in

(1) by the direct object in the accusative case) and a recipient (expressed by the in-

direct object in the dative case). A verb may also have other dependents expressing,
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Table 1.1 Turkish case system

nominative adam
accusative adamı
genitive adamın
dative adama
locative adamda
ablative adamdan

for instance, time or location, which, though not licensed by a particular verb, are

nevertheless modifiers of the verb.

Turkish has a system of six cases as in Table 1.1. The locative marks location

as in Istanbul-da ‘in Istanbul’, and the ablative indicates ‘from’ or ‘out of’ as in

Ankara-dan ‘from Ankara’. The genitive is used in phrases like adam-ın ev-i ‘the

man’s house’ where ın corresponds to ’s in English. There is a complication. Note

that ev ‘house’ bears a suffix -iwhich is a third-person-possessive form translatable

as ‘his’, ‘her’ or ‘its’. In Turkish ‘the man’s house’ is literally ‘the man’s, his house’.

The genitive meets the definition of case on the assumption that ev is the head of

a noun phrase and adam a dependent.

In (1) the cases are determined or governed by the verb. Vermek ‘to give’ requires

a subject in the nominative, an indirect object in the dative and a direct object in the

accusative (if specific) or nominative (if nonspecific). Cases can also be governed by

prepositions or postpositions. Turkish has postpositions which govern the ablative

like dolayı ‘because of’: toplantı-dan dolayı ‘because of the meeting’, and sonra

‘after’: tiyatro-dan sonra ‘after the theatre’.3

The word forms displayed in Table 1.1 make up a paradigm, i.e. they constitute
the set of case forms in which the lexeme adam can appear.4 In Turkish one could

say that there is only one paradigm in that a constant set of endings is found for

all nouns. It is true that noun stems of different shapes take different inflectional

suffixes, but all these differences are phonologically conditioned by principles of

vowel harmony and the like. The locative, for instance, has the form -da following

stems with back vowels and -de following stems with front vowels. The d of this

suffix devoices to t following a stem-final voiceless consonant: kitap-ta ‘on (the)

book’.5 One could refer to -da, -de, -ta and -te as case markers or one could consider

that at a more abstract level there was only one locative case marker. We need to

make a distinction between cases (of which there are six in a system of oppositions),

and the case markers or case forms through which the cases are realised. A case

marker is an affix and a case form is a complete word. In Turkish the case affixes

can be separated from the stem, so it is possible to talk about case markers. In some

languages, however, it is not possible to isolate a case suffix, so it is necessary to
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1.1 Inflectional case

talk in terms of the various word forms that express the cases of the stem. These

are case forms. (See also Seidel 1988: 36.)

It is also necessary to make a further distinction between the cases and the

case relations or grammatical relations they express. These terms refer to purely
syntactic relations such as subject, direct object and indirect object, each of which

encompasses more than one semantic role, and they also refer directly to semantic

roles such as source and location, where these are not subsumed by a syntactic

relation and where these are separable according to some formal criteria. Of the two

competing terms, case relations and grammatical relations, the latter will be adopted

in the present text as the term for the set of widely accepted relations that includes

subject, object and indirect object and the term case relations will be confined to

the theory-particular relations posited in certain frameworks such as Localist Case

Grammar (section 3.4.4) and Lexicase (section 3.4.5).

Grammatical relations need not be in a one-for-one correspondence with cases.

In Turkish the nominative expresses the subject, but not all noun phrases in the nom-

inative are subject, since, as noted above, the nominative also marks a nonspecific

direct object of a transitive verb (see (1) in chapter 5).

There is a widely held view, explicit, for instance, in Relational Grammar (sec-

tion 3.4.3), that all dependents can be allotted to a particular grammatical relation

whether purely syntactic or semantic. However, in practice it is often unclear how

certain dependents are to be classified. For this reason I will refer, for the most

part, to cases as having functions or meanings. These terms are traditional and they

can be taken to be theory-neutral or perhaps pre-theoretical. The term function
will range over well-defined grammatical relations such as direct object and other

relations such as ‘agent of the passive verb’ where different theories might ascribe

the function to different relations. The term meaning will cover not only semantic
roles that are demarcated by case marking or some other formal means, but also

semantic roles that are distinguished only on intuitive grounds, roles whose status

remains unclear in the absence of some argumentation.

Turkish is a convenient language to use to illustrate case since it is an aggluti-

native language, i.e. one in which there are affixes that are easily separable from

the stem and from one another. With nouns, the stem, the number marking and the

case marking are all separable (except for some phonological assimilations). This

can be seen in elma-lar-ı in (1) where -lar is the plural marker and -ı the accusative

case marker. However, the traditional notion of case was developed on the basis of

Ancient Greek and Latin where there are several complicating factors. In Latin, for

instance, it is not possible to separate number marking from case marking. The two

categories have fused representation throughout the system or cumulative expo-
nence as Matthews calls it (Matthews 1974/1991). This means separate paradigms

for the two number categories, singular and plural. Moreover, there are different
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Table 1.2 Latin case paradigms

1 2 3a 3b 4 5
ā-stems o-stems cons.stems i-stems u-stems ē-stems
feminine masculine neuter
domina dominus bellum cōnsul cı̄vis manus diēs
‘mistress’ ‘master’ ‘war’ ‘consul’ ‘citizen’ ‘hand’ ‘day’

singular
Nominative domina dominus bellum cōnsul cı̄vis manus diēs
Vocative domina domine bellum cōnsul cı̄vis manus diēs
Accusative dominam dominum bellum cōnsulem cı̄vem manum diem
Genitive dominae dominı̄ bellı̄ cōnsulis cı̄vis manūs diēı̄
Dative dominae dominō bellō cōnsulı̄ cı̄vı̄ manuı̄ diēı̄
Ablative dominā dominō bellō cōnsule cı̄vı̄, cı̄ve manū diē

plural
Nominative dominae dominı̄ bella cōnsulēs cı̄vēs manūs diēs
Vocative dominae dominı̄ bella cōnsulēs cı̄vēs manūs diēs
Accusative dominās dominōs bella cōnsulēs cı̄vı̄s, cı̄vēs manūs diēs
Genitive dominārum dominōrum bellōrum cōnsulum cı̄vium manuum diērum
Dative dominı̄s dominı̄s bellı̄s cōnsulibus cı̄vibus manibus diēbus
Ablative dominı̄s dominı̄s bellı̄s cōnsulibus cı̄vibus manibus diēbus

case/number markers for different stem classes. Traditionally five such classes are

recognised, and there are also variations within the classes. The five classes, or

declensions as they are usually referred to, are illustrated in Table 1.2: the first de-

clension (ā-stems), second declension (o-stems), third declension (consonant stems

and i-stems), the fourth (u-stems) and fifth (ē-stems). The designations ā-stems,

o-stems, etc. are not synchronically transparent and reflect the product of historical

reconstruction. For practical purposes there are five arbitrary declensions, though

the term i-stem has some relevance for those members of the third declension that

have -i in the ablative singular, accusative plural and genitive plural.

In Latin there is also a three-way gender distinction: masculine, feminine and

neuter. With a few exceptions male creatures are masculine and females femi-

nine, but inanimates are scattered over all three genders (though almost all neuter

nouns are inanimate). There is a partial association of form and gender in that

ā-stems are almost all feminine and o-stems mostly masculine (except for a sub-

class of neuters represented by bellum in Table 1.2). This means that there can be

fusion of gender, number and case. The point is illustrated in Table 1.2 where we

have domina ‘mistress (of a household)’ illustrating feminine ā-stems and dominus

‘master (of a household)’, which is based on the same root, representing masculine

o-stems. As can be seen from Table 1.2 the word form domina simultaneously rep-

resents nominative case, feminine gender and singular number, dominum represents
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1.1 Inflectional case

accusative case, masculine gender and singular number, and similarly with other

word forms.

In Latin there is concord between a noun and an attributive or predicative adjec-

tive. This concord is sensitive to case and number, and those adjectives that belong

to the first and second declension are sensitive to gender so we find domina bona

‘good mistress’ and nauta bonus ‘good sailor’ where nauta is one of the few nouns

of masculine gender in the first declension. With adjectives of the first and sec-

ond declensions the inflections simultaneously represent case, number and gender

without exception.

As can be seen, six cases are recognised: nominative, vocative, accusative, geni-

tive, dative and ablative; however, no paradigm exhibits six different forms. In the

traditional descriptions a case is established wherever there is a distinction for any

single class of nominals. The vocative, the case used in forms of address, has a

distinctive form only in the singular of the second declension. Elsewhere there is

a common form for the nominative and vocative; however, distinct nominative and

vocative cases are recognised for all paradigms.

Each case has a number of functions, which can be summarised as follows. The

nominative encodes the subject and nouns that stand in a predicative relation to

the subject as inDominus est cōnsul ‘The master is consul.’ The accusative encodes

the direct object and nouns that stand in a predicative relation to the object as

in Fēcerunt dominum cōnsulem ‘They made the master consul.’ It also expresses

destination as in Vādō Rōmam ‘I am going to Rome’ and extent as in the following:

(2) Rēgnāvit is paucōs mensı̄s

rule.PERF.3SG he.NOM few.PL.ACC month.PL.ACC

‘He ruled for a few months.’

A number of prepositions govern the accusative including all those that indicate

‘motion towards’ or ‘extent’. In fact a construction like Vādō Rōmam where the

accusative expresses destination without being governed by a preposition is mainly

confined to the names of towns and small islands; compare Vādō ad urbem ‘I am

going to the city’ and Vādō in urbem ‘I am going into the city.’

The genitive is mainly used to mark noun phrases as dependents of nouns,

i.e. it is primarily an adnominal case. Among its adnominal functions is the en-

coding of possessor: cōnsulis equus ‘the consul’s horse’. The genitive is also used

to mark the complements of certain verbs. For example, with some verbs of remem-

bering and forgetting it marks the entity remembered or forgotten (3); with some

verbs of reminding the person reminded is encoded as an accusative-marked direct

object and the entity to be remembered is put in the genitive (4), and with verbs of

accusing, condemning or acquitting the accused is expressed as a direct object in
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the accusative with the fault or crime in the genitive (5):

(3) Diēı̄ meminerit cōnsul

day.GEN remember.FUT.PERF.3SG consul.NOM

‘The consul will remember the day.’

(4) Cōnsulem amicitiae commonefēcit

consul.ACC friendship.GEN remind.PERF.3SG

‘He reminded the consul of friendship.’

(5) Parricı̄diı̄ cōnsulem incūsat

parricide.GEN consul.ACC accuse.3SG

‘He accuses the consul of parricide.’

The main function of the dative is to mark the indirect object. A few three-place

verbs like dāre ‘to give’ take a direct object in the accusative and an indirect object

in the dative (6). A few score of two-place verbs take only one object, an indirect

object in the dative. These include crēdere ‘to believe’, nocēre ‘to be harmful to’

and subvenı̄re ‘to help’ as in (7):

(6) Dominus equum cōnsulı̄ dedit

master.NOM horse.ACC consul.DAT give.PERF.3SG

‘The master gave the horse to the consul.’

(7) Mihi subvēnistı̄

me.DAT help.PERF.2SG

‘You have helped me.’

The ablative in Latin represents the syncretism or merger of three once-distinct

cases: the ablative, the locative and the instrumental. It is not surprising then to

find that it expresses source, location and instrument. It is also described as having

a number of other functions including expressing the ‘agent of the passive’, i.e.

the demoted subject of the corresponding active as in vı̄sus ā cōnsule ‘seen by the

consul’.

Although the ablative alone can express a variety of relations to the verb of

the clause, in most functions it is usually governed by a preposition. Prepositions

governing the ablative include ex ‘out of’ (ex Italiā ‘from Italy’), in ‘in’ (in Italiā

‘in Italy’) and cum ‘with’ (cum amı̄cı̄s ‘with friends’). One function where it is

normally used without any preposition is the instrumental as in manū ‘by hand’.

A handful of verbs take a complement in the ablative case. These include ūtı̄ ‘to

use’ and vescı̄ ‘to feed on’.
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1.2 Other manifestations
The definition of case given in section 1.1 above can be regarded as

a central definition. There are also manifestations of case that do not mark the

relationship of dependent nouns to their heads, and others that do not form a system

for marking nouns, at least not in an obvious sense, inasmuch as the exponents are

prepositions or postpositions.

1.2.1 Concordial case

In some languages, including Indo-European case languages like Latin

and Ancient Greek, case marking appears not only on nouns but on certain depen-

dents of the noun such as adjectives and determiners. The following example is

from Plato. Bios is a nominative singular form of a second-declension (o-stem)

masculine noun, the nominative indicating that bios is the subject of the predicate.

The definite article and the adjective are in the nominative singular masculine form,

their concord in case, number and gender indicating that they are dependents of

bios:6

(8)

Ho aneksetastos bios ou biōtos anthrōpō

the.NOM.SG unexamined.NOM.SG life.NOM.SG not livable.NOM.SG man.DAT.SG

‘The unexamined life is not livable for man.’

This example also illustrates concord between a predicative adjective (biōtos) and

the subject (bios). See also section 4.2.

Although the use of the nominative on ho and aneksetastoswould appear to meet

the definition of case in that it marks these words as dependents of bios, it does not

mark the type of dependency.We could compare an adnominal genitive construction

such as ho anthrōpou bios (the.NOM.SG man.GEN.SG life.NOM.SG) ‘the life of man’

where the genitive signals a type of dependency and meets the terms of the central

definition offered in section 1.1.

1.2.2 Case on non-nouns

Case marking is found on pronouns as well as on nouns, but pronouns

and nouns are clearly subclasses of the larger class ‘nominal’. Case marking is

also found on certain classes of word that are not obviously nouns. In the previous

subsection it was mentioned that case could extend via concord to determiners and

adjectives. Adjectives in Ancient Greek and Latin decline like nouns and can appear

as the head of a noun phrase as in Greek hoi polloi (the.NOM.PL many.NOM.PL) ‘the

many’ and to meson (the.NOM.SG middle.NOM.SG) ‘the middle’. Adjectives in these
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languages are analysable as a subclass of noun, and the Greek grammarians referred

to them as the ‘noun adjective’ as opposed to the ‘noun substantive’, a usage that

remained current until recent times. Determiners inAncientGreek andLatin decline

like nouns. They can stand as the sole member of a noun phrase, i.e. they function

as pronouns, or they can accompany nouns as with ho in (8). Like adjectives they

should be taken as a subclass of nominal.

Adverbs of place, time and manner play a role analogous to case-marked nouns.

For instance, Latin Unde fugit ‘Whence flees he?’ can be answered by an ablative-

marked noun expressing source: Corinthō fugit ‘From Corinth he flees.’ Unde the

interrogative adverb and a noun in the ablative seem to bear the same relation or

function. Adverbs of place, time and manner may bear no case marking, fossilised

case marking, or case marking parallel with that of corresponding nouns. In Latin,

examples of fossilised case marking are common, but there are also examples like

quā ‘bywhatway?’ and eā ‘by thatway’where the -āwould appear to be parallelwith

the ablative -ā of the first declension singular. The presence or absence of identifiable

case marking would appear to be of little importance; what is significant is the

parallelism of function between adverbs and case-marked nouns. If grammatical

relations are to be ascribed to nouns, it would seem logical to ascribe such relations

to adverbs of place, time and manner. One can then specify that a complement of a

particular verb must be in, say, the locative grammatical relation. This requirement

can be fulfilled in a language like Latin by a noun in the ablative case (usually

with an appropriate preposition) or by a locative adverb. See also section 1.3.3 and

Table 2.3.

1.2.3 Vocatives

In the traditional description of Ancient Greek and Latin a vocative
case appears (Table 1.2). The vocative is used as a form of address. In Latin, for

instance, domine is the form used to address one’s master as in Quō vādis, domine?

(whither go.2SG lord.VOC) ‘Where are you going, master?’. Vocatives do not appear

as dependents in constructions, but rather they stand outside constructions or are

inserted parenthetically (see (9) in chapter 4).7 They are unlike other cases in that

they do not mark the relation of dependents to heads. For these reasons vocatives

have not always been considered cases (Hjelmslev 1935: 4). In Ancient Greek and

Latin the vocative’s claim to being a case is structural. The vocative is a word-final

suffix like the recognised case suffixes. However, modified forms of nouns used as

forms of address also occur in languages that do not have case inflection. In Yapese

(Austronesian), for instance, there is no morphological case marking on nouns,

but personal names have special forms used for address. There is no reason to

consider that these modifications of names constitute a vocative case (Jensen 1991:

229f ).8
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1.2.4 Ungoverned case

In case languages one sometimes encounters phrases in an oblique case

used as interjections, i.e. apart from sentence constructions. Mel’cuk (1986: 46)

gives a Russian example Aristokratov na fonar! ‘Aristocrats on the street-lamps!’

where Aristokratov is accusative. One would guess that some expressions of this

type have developed from governed expressions, but that the governor has been lost.

A standard Latin example is mē miserum (1SG.ACC miserable.ACC) ‘Oh, unhappy

me!’ As the translation illustrates, English uses the oblique form of pronouns in

exclamations, and outside constructions generally.

1.2.5 Analytic case markers

In most languages adpositions (prepositions or postpositions) play at

least some part in marking the relations of dependent nouns to their heads. In

Japanese, for instance, postpositions perform this function to the exclusion of case

affixes. In the following Japanese examplegamarks the subject,nimarks the indirect

object and o marks the direct object:

(9) Sensei ga Tasaku ni hon o yat-ta

teacher SUBJ Tasaku IO book DO give-PAST

‘The teacher gave Tasaku a book.’

Adpositions can be considered to be analytic case markers as opposed to synthetic

case markers like the suffixes of Turkish or Latin. The main difference in case

marking between a language like Japanese and a language like Latin is that in

the former there are no case suffixes, just the postpositions, whereas in the latter

there are case suffixes as well as adpositions. In Latin, which is fairly typical of

languages having analytic as well as synthetic case markers, prepositions are like

verbs in that they govern cases, and combinations of preposition and case suffix

can serve to mark the relations of nouns to the verb. In the following examples we

have a transitive verb governing the accusative (10a), a preposition in governing the

accusative (10b), an intransitive verb governing the ablative (10c) and a preposition

in governing the ablative (10d):

(10) accusative

a. Mı̄litēs vident urbem ‘The troops see the city.’

b. Mı̄litēs vādunt in urbem ‘The troops go into the city.’

ablative

c. Mı̄litēs potiuntur urbe ‘The troops are in control of the city.’

d. Mı̄litēs manent in urbe ‘The troops stay in the city.’
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In (10d) the ablative indicates location (in the context of manēre ‘to remain’ and

urbs ‘city’) and in specifies ‘inside’ as opposed to super ‘above’, sub ‘under’, etc.

Together the preposition and the case suffix indicate the relationship of urbs to the

verb. Note that in can also govern the accusative as in (10b) where the combination

of in + accusative signals ‘into’. Most prepositions in Latin govern one particular

case, but some like in can govern the accusative or the ablative. In some languages

all adpositions require the same case, e.g. in Indo-Aryan languages postpositions

with few exceptions require the ‘oblique’ case (see (11) below) and in English

all prepositions govern the accusative (with me, from her, etc.). In situations like

these it has been argued that the case suffix is redundant and the adposition bears

the sole burden of marking the relation of dependent nouns to their heads as in

Japanese.

In Hindi–Urdu, as in a number of other Indo-Aryan languages, there are three

layers of case-marking elements: inflectional case, primary postpositions and sec-

ondary postpositions. Leaving aside the vocative, the inflectional case system dis-

tinguishes two cases, nominative and oblique. The nominative covers both subject

and object and is generally referred to in Indo-Aryan linguistics as the direct case.

The oblique case is used with the primary postpositions such as se instrumen-

tal/ablative, mē locative, ke genitive and ko dative/accusative (it is used with indi-

rect objects and specific, animate direct objects). There is also a third set of local

postpositions that follow ke genitive:

(11) a. l er. ka (nominative, alternatively direct)

‘boy’

b. l er. ke (oblique)

c. l er. ke ko (oblique + dative postposition)

‘to the boy’

d. l er. ke ke sath (oblique + genitive postposition + sath ‘with’)

‘with the boy’

Where inflectional case and adpositions co-occur in a language, the adpositional

system normally exhibits finer distinctions than the inflectional system. This is

nowhere better illustrated than in languages like English and Hindi where the case

system is near-minimal. In Hindi the secondary postpositions, whichmostly express

local notions such as ‘between’, ‘in front of’ and ‘behind’, make more distinctions

than the primary postpositions.9

Although one can easily separate different layers of case marking in a particular

language, as in Hindi for instance, it can be difficult to determine whether a single

layer of case marking in a particular language is affixial or adpositional. Where the
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